This is the second in a series of papers investigating the subgroup structure of the universal Chevalley group G = E 6 (F) of type E 6 over a field F and the geometry induced on the 27-dimensional FG-module V by the symmetric trilinear form / preserved by G. Part I laid the foundation for this investigation. In this second paper we essentially determine up to conjugation under G all subgroups of G maximal subject to stabilizing a non-trivial subspace £/of Fsuch that the restriction of/to U is trivial. Ultimately (under suitable constraints on F) we intend to use the geometry on Fto determine up to conjugation all subspaces of Kwith large stabilizers, and then to use this description to enumerate all maximal subgroups of G when Fis finite, and to enumerate all closed maximal subgroups when F is algebraically closed. In this paper it is possible to work over an arbitrary field.
Section 1 contains a discussion of notation and terminology and a precise statement of the two main theorems. We shall refer extensively to results from part I of this series. In referring to the result [1, Lemma x.y.z] from part I we shall use the label I. x. y. z. There is a summary of some of the most important facts from part I in Section 1.
In the remainder of this paper we continue the hypothesis and notation of Sections 3 and 4 of part I. In particular Kis a 27-dimensional vector space over a field where Coset is some set of coset representative for Alt p in Alt, and where Alt is the alternating group on {1,...,6} and Alt p is the stabilizer in Alt of the partition of {1,...,6}. The useful Table 1 .1 lists the images of (1,2;3,4;5,6 ) under a certain set of coset representatives Coset. For (i,j;k,l;m,n) in Table 1 .1, the monomial Further, let SF = (T, Q,f) be the 3-form defined by/which makes X singular and brilliant (cf. the discussion in Section 2 of Part I, particularly the definition of the notion of a 3-form and 1.2.14). Let G = O(V,&) and A = A{V,^) be the group of isometries and similarities of (V,f), respectively. (Similarities are maps g of V preserving/up to a scalar multiple X(g).) By 1.5.4, G is the universal Chevalley group E 6 (F). Denote by F = T{V,3^) the group of semilinear maps g on V such that Axg,yg,zg) = X(g) f{x,y,zy {e) for all x,y,zeV and some %)ef* and <r(g) eAut (F), with similar notation for T and Q. In Section 2 of I, we find that for XG V, Q induces a quadratic form Q x on V which has the/-induced form/,, as its associated bilinear form. Further, xA is defined to be the radical of/,, and for U ^ V, UA = f] xeU xA and U6 consists of those v in V such that U is totally singular with respect to Q v . Both UA and U9 are subspaces of V. We say U is singular if U is contained in UA and we say £/ is brilliant if £/ is contained in U0 and the cubic form T of ^" is trivial on C/. For A, B <: £/ ^ K write £/ = ,4 ®6B \fU = A@B with ,4 ^ BO and 5 < ,40.
For 1 ^ k ^ 6 but k ^ 5, define
Further, define Let L = SL (V 6 ) and represent L on Kg so that the map J C , -»^ is an FLisomorphism. Represent L on V lb so that the map x tj -*• xfAx* is an FL-isomorphism of V lb with the exterior square of the dual of K 6 , where (x*: i) is the dual basis to (x t :i). Thus we may regard L as a subgroup of SL(K). By 1.3.2, L is a subgroup of G.
Denote by X the set of points generated by elements of X and let H o and H(A) denote the subgroups of G and A fixing each point in X, respectively. There is a description of the elements in H o and H(A) in Section 3 of I.
For M ^ G write R(M) for the unipotent radical of M. Given a positive integer /, write d(U) for the subspace of V generated by the subspaces WA, as W varies over the /-dimensional subspaces of U. Write £([/) for
UU) and V(U) for ( 2 (U).
Denote by ^ the transpose inverse map on GL(K) defined by X and let 0 be the polarity of V induced by X.
A line / is hyperbolic if / is generated by singular points A and B with A ^ BA. In that event A and 5 are the unique singular points in /. By 1.6.4 each line of V generated by singular points is singular or hyperbolic and G is transitive on singular lines and on hyperbolic lines. By 1.6.6 and 1.6.7, if U is a non-singular subspace contained in some member of y i 0 , then t/ is contained in a unique member of f 10 , which we denote by O(C7). Thus each hyperbolic line <x,>>> is in a unique member ®(x,y) of V 10 .
An «-tuple (A t :i) of singular points is special if each of the lines A i + A j is hyperbolic and A { ^(Aj + A^d for all distinct i,j, k. A plane is special if it is generated by a special triple. By 1.6.9, G is transitive on special planes.
Define Brill to consist of the subgroups MofG (or F) such that M is the stabilizer in G (or F) of some member of V 0 i = 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 9, or 12. Further define a subgroup N of G (or F) to be brilliant if JV is contained in a member of Brill.
The principal results of this paper now follow. For U ^ V let Sf(U) denote the set of singular points of V contained in U. Write y^U) for the set of members of y t contained in U. For C/eV 5 let Op(C/) consist of those Z e^5 such that U 0 C(Z) and Z n C(U) are of rank 3. For UG^ let Op(U) consist of those Z e^ such that Z n V(U) = 0. We need the following lemma.
(2) G 6 is transitive on Op(P^).
Proof Part (1) is an easy calculation; for example by 1.3.7, V(V 6 ) = V 6 + V 15 . By 1.1.2, the inclusion map is an injection of the set of orbits of N G (X) on members of y 6 generated by X into the set of orbits of G 6 on f 6 . But V 6 is the only 6-dimensional subspace U of V such that V(V 6 ) 0 U = 0 and U = <£/ fl X^.
Special planes

In this section n = (x^x^x'z)
is a special plane. Let v 1 = x li v 2 = x l6 , and v 3 = *;. Let
n . By 1.3.15, Q s Spin^(F) acts naturally on W t and acts on W 2 and W^ as the spin modules conjugate to W x under an element of G permuting v 1 ,v 2 ,v 3 cyclicly and inducing triality on Q.
Given a singular subspace A of W i of dimension 1, 2, or 4, let /?<(^) denote the singular subspace of W t stabilized by N a (A). We have the usual incidence relation among such singular subspaces of W i corresponding to incidence in the building of Q; namely incidence is inclusion except between 4-dimensional singular subspaces which are incident if they intersect in a 3-dimensional subspace. Proof. By (3.1) we may take w x = x 2 , w 2 = x 6 , and w 3 = x 26 . Then a calculation shows that i^ is as claimed. Visibly, <« 15 u 2 , « 3 > is special and by construction incident to 7i and n'. Also (3) holds by construction. (2) implies (1) and the first part of (3).
The subgroup N of Sym(.S) stabilizing both the partitions {n,n'} and is induced in G on 5". Conversely, each g in the stabilizer in N G (S) of (i^) acts on the points {<vt> 2 >, <w 3 >} in u ( A, and adjusting in N we may take g to fix <w 2 > and <w 3 >. But then g fixes the remaining point <y 3 > in w 2 A, and similarly g fixes <i; 2 >. Thus the remaining part of (3) holds.
The element interchanging n and n' fixes n* = E(7r,7r'). Hence (4) holds by (3.2.3) and symmetry.
(3.4) Let n' be incident with n and U = TT + TT'+ Z(7r, 7r'). Then (n + n')d = U9 and V= U®U6.
Proof. Without loss n' and n* = T,(n, n') are as in (3.2.2). Then the lemma is easily checked.
(3.5) Assume the hypothesis and notation of (3.3). orbits (9(n, n') and O(n, n')' on the set 0 * (n, n') of special planes incident to n and n' but distinct from I,(n,n') = n*.
(2) Q(n, n')' consists of those ye(9*{n,n') such that yftn* contains a singular point. ye(9(7i,n'), and n,n',7t*; 5 = I.(n,P) (5) are pairwise incident special planes such that V is the direct sum of these 9 special planes, and such that the sum A 2 of the second triple is equal to A 32 + A 13 + A 12 , and the sum A 3 of the third triple is equal to J4
Proof. Let y = <e 1 ,e 2 ,e 3 >GC?*(7t,7r') with e % e W v Suppose first that <<?i> = y n <w 2 , W 3 >A.
Then <e x > = <w 2 ,w 3 >A n W x = (u^. Also <e 2 > = y (] <w 19 w,>A for / = 2 or 3. If / = 3 then <e fc > = (u k } for all k, contrary to the choice of y.
So / = 2 and e 2 eA iZ = Cx 34 ,x 35 ,;t 45 >. Then applying (3.3.1), and conjugating in M, we may take e 2 = x 3i . Next e 3 e<w ( , w 3 >A n W z = A 12 = <JC 36 , x 46 ,x 56 >. Also e 3 £e 2 A, while by (3.3.1), M e is transitive on the points of A 12 -e 2 A, so we may take e z = ;c 56 . That is, y is as in (2), and the rest of (2) is easily checked.
So assume that <e la > = y D <w 1(T , w 2a ) for each power a of (1, 2, 3) . Then and conjugating in M we may take e x = x 13 . Continuing in this manner we may take y to be the plane 0 of (3). Thus (1) is established and the rest of (3) is easily checked.
(3.6) Assume the hypothesis and notation of (3.5.3), let A x = U, a = {A X ,A 2 , A 3 }, 
. So to prove (1), it remains to show H o M o is the pointwise stabilizer in G of a. However from (2), the normalizer in GL(C/) of M 2 M 3 is contained in M 2 M 3 P, where P is the stabilizer of n, n', and n*. Now (3.3.3) completes the proof.
REMARK. Notice that the subspace U = A x of (3.6) is just V 9 . Thus by 3.6, NG(K) i s n o t rnaximal in G but properly contained in N G (<x), where a = {A X ,A 2 ,A 3 } with ^e f 9 and V = A x © A 2 © A 3 . Thus A^G(a) is irreducible but imprimitive on V. Also A 2 + A 3 = A X 0 and A i QA i for i ^j.
, and hence
Certain 9-and 1 S-dimensional subspaces
In this section let Let A-A 3 and £> = A 2 + A 3 . Let ^ and 5 2 be F-spaces with bases {3,4,5} and {1,2,6}, respectively. Let M t be the special linear group on B v M = M x x M 2 , and identify A with B x <g>B 2 as an FM-module via the isomorphism v:r®s-> x rs . Since M t preserves the alternating trilinear form on B t with monomials 345 and 126, for / = 1 and 2, respectively, it follows that M preserves the symmetric trilinear form on B 1 ®B 2 defined by the product of these forms. Then M preserves the 3-form determined by this trilinear form which makes fundamental tensors singular. Further, the map v defines an isometry of this 3-form with the restriction of the E 6 -form to A.
By (3.6), M is induced on A in G. Proof. Calculate that Z = JC 13 A n A is as described in (4a). Then n l and n 2 are the maximal totally singular subspaces of Z, and hence (1) and (5) hold by (4.1). Parts (2) and (3) are straightforward, while (4) follows from (3).
Recall that for U ^ V, Sf(U) denotes the set of singular points in U. Suppose that C = <^,^> for all / # / Then (a) and (b) imply that for seSf(U), u(s) e <# ( , ^> = C. But then U 2 = C, contrary to hypothesis. Thus we may assume that But (e) says that Sf(U) ^ Z A, as desired. Next we consider D. Given U ^ Z ^ F, define C/ to be Z-locally P for some property Pif U has P with respect to the restriction of the E 6 -form to Z. Thus U may be locally totally singular without being totally singular. It follows from (3.4), (3.5.3), and (3.6.3) that (
1) d t is singular if and only ifd { is D-locally singular and this is the case if and only if d i is A c locally singular. (2) d is D-locally singular if and only if d t is singular for i = 1 and 2. (3) d is singular if and only if d is D-locally singular and d 3 ed 2 A.
Proof Notice that by (4.1), an element of A i is singular if and only if it is y4 r locally singular. Then (4.4) completes the proof of the lemma. ( 
M. ASCHBACHER (2) / / U = <y(£/)> then R { = (3) U is brilliant if and only if U 2 and U 3 are brilliant, T{ua) = -T(u) for each ue U 12 , and R t = U lf © 0£/< for i = 2,3.
Proof Let U l be a complement to U 2 © U 3 in U and let <7<: £/ -• it, be the /th projection. Then U 3 _ t = k e r^) , so that a, is injective on C/ x and hence a = ( <7 2)~1°'3 :^i 2 -* ^13 i s a n isomorphism. Similarly a,: C/ x © L/ < -> /^ is an isomorphism with c, the identity on U t , so (1) holds.
Part (2) follows from (4.5). 
Finally for ueU, T(u) = T(u 2 + u 3 ) = T(u 2 ) + T(u 3 ) by (4.4). Thus U is brilliant if and only if T(u 2 ) = -T(u 3 ) for all usU. Further for ueU, veU 3 , Q v (u)
Proof. First, (4) is an easy calculation. Let U^D with Ue£ locally D-singular or U in Y h or i^6. Let i^ be the projection of U on A v By (4.6.2), U, = <y(i? ( )>. By hypothesis C/ is locally Z>-singular, so by (4.5), R { is singular. Of course U ^ R 2 + R 3 = R, so dim(i?) $s dim((7) = 5 or 6. On the other hand by (4.2.5), as R t is singular, dimCfy) ^ 3. We conclude that either U = R or dim(£/) = 5 and dim(i?) = 6. Further, either R 2 and R 3 are singular planes or R = V^i r h and for A: = 2 or 3, /? fc is a plane and R 3 _ k is a line. Suppose first that U is singular and R k is a plane. Then U ^ i? fc A by (4.5). So by (4) and (4.2) we may take R k = n x or n[. Similarly if R 3 _ k is a plane then by (4) and THE 27-DIMENSIONAL MODULE FOR E 6 , II 285 (4.2) we may take R to be the 6-dimensional singular subspace described in (1) , and (1) This leaves the case Ue$. By an earlier remark, U = R and i?< is a plane for i = 2,3. As R 2 n C(R Z ) = 0, it follows from (4) and 4.2 that (2) holds. In (4), R is generated by those singular u in U with uA f] U of rank 10, so N r (£/) < N r (R) . Similarly in (5), n x consists of those singular points u in U with «A n U of rank 11, so N r (U) ^ N^). Recall that for t / e^, Op(£/) consists of those Z e T^ such that U n C(Z) and Z 0 {(£/) are of rank 3. Observe that this implies that U n C 3 (Z) = Z f\ C 3 (t/) = 0. Proof. Let 7eOp(£/) n D. By (4.7.3), and as / n ((U) is of rank 3, it follows that / = / 3 + (/ 2 n/ 3 A) for some I z En x M and some I 2 e(n' 2 )M 0 , with I 3^n [A. Now NM O (U) = N Mi (n' 1 )N Mt (n 2 )M 3 is transitive on ^M-n'^A, so we may take 7 3 = n v Also M 3 stabilizes n 1 and is transitive on (n 2 )M 0 , so we may take / = U', and (1) and (2) x 3 ,x 13 ) ). Assume the hypothesis of (4). As P ^ 0 we may take Z ^ /. Let Z < Ye 0{D). If n^^Y then r n / f l^g is of dimension 2, contrary to the hypothesis that dim ( Proof. Pick j as in hypothesis (ii) and suppose that d is dark in R, and let U, = U n v4,. By (4.6), id, £/,> = <rf> © 0£/,. But then Z, ^ rf0 and deZft (\ A p contradicting (4.10) and the hypotheses on Z r Therefore R^ is brilliant and hence (4.6.3) establishes (1) . Let R t ^ T t with T t maximal brilliant in A v Then T t is described in (4.2.4) by (1) 
But in each case x 2 e TO ^ W, contradicting the hypothesis that U6 ^ Z). Finally as T is brilliant and U ^ T, we have r ^ C/^. So if ^( r ) is non-empty then 0 # <r 6 (U0)> ^ D. Then as iV r (l7) ^ N r {(r{U0)}),
(3) holds by (4.8). So assume that ^6 ( r ) is empty. Then from (2), T= R + S with R a (/-conjugate of V 5 and SeOpCR). Then by (4.9.4), T= <(9(U6)) in the notation of (4.9). So (3) holds by (4.9.3).
Brilliant subspaces
Recall that maximal hyperbolic subspaces A and B are incident if dim (A 0 B)^ 5.
is singular if and only if<&(s, t) is incident with <D(M, v)for all s,t,u,veS such that s$tA and u $ vA. (4) If U is brilliant and s,t,rsS with 0,0 and <5,r> hyperbolic then Q>(s,t) is incident with <&(s, r).
(5) Either U6<j) is brilliant or there exists s t , t t GS, 1 ^ / < 3, such that h t = <s t , /<> is hyperbolic and {h 1 0, h 2 0, h 3 0) is a special triple. Under the hypothesis of (4), either <D(s, /) is incident with <&(s, r) or <$> = O(s, t) D O(5, r). In the latter case, as U is brilliant, t,resA, a contradiction. Thus (4) holds.
Assume the hypotheses of (6). Then xA ^ U0 ^ hd, and hence xe/iO. 
(] E8(]E'6 is conjugate under N M (E') ft N M (h 3 ) to one of the lines listed in (6).
Proof. Part (1) is trivial and parts (2) and (3) For the remainder of this section assume that U satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem. Then by (5.1.5) there exist hyperbolic lines /j t , / = 1,2,3, in U, such that (/»! 06, h 2 66, h 3 96) is a special triple. Conjugating in G we may assume this triple to be (x l5 x 16 , Xg). Then by (5.2.7) we may take h 3 = <x 3 , x 36 ) and h 2 to be one of the lines listed in (5.2.6). Further, h x ^ (x 16 ,x' 6 }A = W x in the notation of Section 2. Also h x ^(h 3 + h 2 )9 and (h 3 + h 2 )0 is described in (5.2.6).
Let M be the stabilizer in G of W x , <x 3 >, <x 36 >, <r x >, and <r 2 >, where (r x ) and </ 2 > are the singular points in h 2 , and let Q be the stabilizer in G of ( x^, (x u In particular it follows that as V 9 ^ U 0 Q<j>, U0 ^ C/ O 0 ^ K 9 0, so part (1) Case (c): h x = <* 45 + x 34 , * 2 3 + x 24 ) and /J X n MA contains no singular point for u singular in h 2 or h z .
Again the extra hypothesis is justified as otherwise we would reduce to case (a) or (b). We have Proof Notice that x 3 A n / = r x A n / = I x and x 36 A n / = r 2 A n / = / 2 . If 5^/ ! then applying (a.l) and conjugating in M, we may take s x = JC 3 . Now s 2 $s x A, so conjugating in C M (Sy) we may take s 2 = x 13 + u, UEI V Indeed uex 13 A, so up to conjugation in C M (^) 5 u = 0 or x u . So assume that s^Ij for i,je{\,2). Then up to conjugation in M, s x = x' 3 + x' 4 . Again as s 2 is not orthogonal to s 19 its projection on l i is not orthogonal to the projection of s l on / 8 _ y for j = 1 or 2. Without loss JC 3 is not orthogonal to the projection of s 2 on I 2 , and then conjugating in C^s^, we may take s 2 = x 13 + w, UGI V AS x 13 ei/A, we<x 14 ,.x 15 >. Then conjugating in C M ((s v x l3 }) , either (a 3 ) or (a 4 ) holds, depending on whether u is orthogonal to x 4 .
Define the subspaces A i as in Section 4. Observe that A x = V 9 .
(a.3) U 0 9<j> = A 1 + P, where P = P 2 + P 3 with i> = Pf]A i described below in the respective case:
(a,) P = 0, (a 2 ) P 2 = 0 a«f/ P 3 = <x 25 ,x 56 >, The second hypothesis in case (b) is justified since otherwise we reduce to case (a) after a suitable change of notation. We find that Proof As usual M stabilizes the indicated subspaces, so it remains to check that the subgroup M' of the stabilizer of these subspaces generated by unipotent elements acts on W(r 2 ). Check that transvections on J x with axis I x and centre <JC 3 > or <x 14 > act on W{r 2 ). Also if a is the transvection with axis <* 14 ,x 15 > and a:x' 3 h->x' 3 + tx u then x 3 A n / 2 = <Xg,x 4 > is mapped into (x' b , tx l3 -x 4 >. So as a is a transvection on I 2 , ; ( ; < » n <X,/x 13 -x 4 > = x' i -tx 13 .
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